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WHY IS REISHAUER 
UNIQUE?

Reishauer makes it possible to manufacture efficient, quiet-running 
and durable transmissions. As the leading provider of gear  
grinding technology for many decades, Reishauer continues to  
set the industry standards.

Why do car makers and transmission manufacturers rely on 
 Reishauer’s performance portfolio?

■ GUARANTEED PERFORMANCE
■ GROUNDBREAKING INNOVATIONS
■ EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY
■ HIGHEST CONSISTENCY
■ LOWEST COST PER PIECE
■ ALL FROM ONE SOURCE

CONTINUOUS  
GENERATING GRINDING
100% 
SWISS PRECISION

SWISSMADE



CORE COMPETENCY

 1945
Reishauer launches the first con-
tinuous generating gear grinding 
machine in the world. The predic-
tion of the accompanying bro-
chure was: “In the future, gears 
will be ground which we cannot 
grind today due to high costs, 
even though it would be preferable 
to do so now.”

 Today
The prediction has long since 
been turned into reality, and our 
goal continues to be: To provide 
our customers with innovative 
solutions so they can create 
added value in turn; this at the 
highest levels of part precision 
and process stability. 
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 1788
Foundation of the company 
in Zurich, Switzerland.

BECAUSE WE SET 
THE STANDARD OF 
TECHNOLOGY EVER 
SINCE INVENTING 
CONTINUOUS 
GENERATING GEAR 
GRINDING 
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SUCCESS STORY SUCCESS STORY

BECAUSE WE HAVE 
SET THE STANDARDS 
FOR DECADES

REISHAUER IS THE PARTNER FOR THE MANUFACTURE 

OF EFFICIENT, QUIET-RUNNING AND LONG-LASTING 

TRANSMISSIONS.
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1968
Automation of the process: 
Enables high volume production 
and lowers cost per part.

1977
Electronic gearbox: Increases 
the precision of ground gears 
and complies with the high safety 
requirements of the aerospace 
industry.

1986
Continuous shift grinding: 
Improves the grinding perfor-
mance and the gear profile 
accuracy.

1993
Low-Noise-Shifting: Active sup-
pression of noise generation in 
transmissions.

1945
Invention and market introduction of 
the Reishauer continuous generating 
process: Enables the fast and accu-
rate manufacture of gears.

2003
Twin-spindle technology
The twin-spindle technology eliminates 
non-productive times and shortens 
cycle times.

2009
High-speed grinding on RZ 
60/160/260 machines: Results 
in shorter grinding cycle times.

2011
Topological grinding, polish 
and fine grinding: Opens up the 
degrees of freedom for trans-
mission design.

2016
Extended user interface: Fa-
cilitates both the operation of 
the machine and the process 
design.

2001
Reishauer electronic gearbox:
The filtering out of disturbances and 
the high rigidity of the drive kine-
matics set new standards both in 
quality and productivity.



MANUFACTURING PHILOSOPHY MANUFACTURING PHILOSOPHY

BECAUSE WE  
INSIST ON IN-HOUSE 
 MANUFACTURING
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OUR HIGH DEGREE OF IN-HOUSE MANUFACTURING, OR 

VERTICAL INTEGRATION, IS THE FOUNDATION OF OUR 

PERFORMANCE PORTFOLIO – ALL CORE COMPONENTS 

ARE DEVELOPED IN-HOUSE AND MANUFACTURED IN 

OUR SWISS FACTORIES.



CIRCLE OF COMPETENCE CIRCLE OF COMPETENCE

BECAUSE WE 
 CONTROL THE 
 SUCCESS FACTORS 
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REISHAUER CIRCLE OF COMPETENCE: 

OUR PERFORMANCE PORTFOLIO – ALL FROM A SINGLE SOURCE

MACHINE
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MACHINES MACHINES

BECAUSE OUR 
MACHINES STAND 
FOR CONSISTENT 
HIGH-PERFORMANCE TWIN-SPINDLE TECHNOLOGY

The twin-spindle concept markedly shortens cycle 
time and ensures the high production output of 
the Reishauer continuous generating grinding 
machines. While one part is being ground, the 
previously ground part is unloaded and a new part 
is loaded and meshed simultaneously into grinding 
position.

REISHAUER’S ELECTRONIC GEARBOX

The in-house developed electronic gearbox 
coordinates the complex axes movements of 
the continuous generating grinding process and 
creates the exact geometry of the gear.
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WORLDWIDE, THE MAJORITY OF HARD-FINISHED GEARS ARE 

PRECISION-GROUND ON REISHAUER MACHINES. OUR MACHINES 

ARE THE RESULT OF FOCUSED, DECADE-SPANNING DEVELOPMENT, 

AND OF AN UNCOMPROMISING QUALITY STRATEGY – TODAY AND 

IN THE FUTURE.

REVOLUTIONARY PROCESSES

For decades, continued focused development 
of the grinding process has given Reishauer the 
technological lead in the hard-finishing of gears. 
To name but a few examples: high-speed grinding 
with 100 meters per second (m/s), polish grinding 
and topological grinding.

High-Speed Grinding
With cutting speeds of up to 100 m/s, Reishauer 
continues to set the pace: shortest grinding times 
at simultaneously improved process stability.

Polish Grinding
Polish grinding imparts an ever better surface 
finish on gear flanks. This process improves the 
bearing capacity of gear flanks, and thus helps to 
increase the power density and longevity of trans-
missions.

Topological Grinding
Topological grinding offers new degrees of free-
dom for transmission design. The gear flank 
geometry can be deliberately changed to optimise 
the load distribution between meshing gear sets, 
and to increase their fatigue strength. This pro-
cess enlarges the contact area of a meshed gear 
set and, therefore, achieves a maximum bearing 
ratio and ensures a low-noise emission of the 
transmission. The result: Smooth, quiet running 
transmissions with high power density, lower fuel 
consumption, and thus, lower CO2 output.



AUTOMATION AUTOMATION15 16

BECAUSE WE HAVE A 
FIRM GRIP ON GEARS

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION

The automation concept is an integral part of the Reishauer performance portfolio, 
and as such, ensures the perfect communication between grinding machine and part 
loading.

CUSTOMER SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS

The modular design accommodates a broad spectrum of customer specific solutions. 
For example, these include pre- and post-processing measuring of the gear parts, 
statistical process control, spinning off excess oil, deburring and laser marking.

SIMPLE INTEGRATION INTO THE PRODUCTION PROCESS

Whatever the part carriers; conveyor belts, stacking cells, baskets or pallets, Reishauer 
automation supports any type of part supply system. It can be simply integrated into 
existing transfer lines. Additionally, it also offers comprehensive solutions for the layout 
definition of new material flows. 

THE REISHAUER MACHINE SETS A FAST PRODUCTION PACE, WITH 

THE PART LOADING AUTOMATION IN PERFECT PHASE. WHETHER 

SHAFTS OR DISK-TYPE PARTS, THE REISHAUER AUTOMATION IS 

THE IDEAL EXTENSION OF AND FOR THE MACHINE.



TOOLING TOOLING

BECAUSE WE MANU-
FACTURE PERFECTLY 
PROCESS-ADAPTED 
TOOLS
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AS THE SOLUTION SUPPLIER FOR THE CONTINUOUS GENERATING PROCESS, 

WE KNOW: THE BEST MACHINE NEEDS THE BEST TOOLS.

GRINDING WHEELS

Our grinding wheels hold form and maintain their free-cutting ability even when sub-
jected to heavy cutting loads. Our in-house production guarantees consistency from 
batch to batch, and by extension, an optimal process stability to the customers.

DIAMOND DRESSING TOOLS

Highly accurate parts require highly precise diamond dressing tools. Because we have 
developed the continuous generating grinding process, we can design appropriate 
dressing tools and optimise them for a long service life.

WORKHOLDING

Our fixtures are distinguished by their outstanding concentricity, long service life and 
reliable functionality. Fine-tuned to specific customer parts, they are an important part 
of our performance portfolio.



SERVICE SERVICE

BECAUSE WE  
SUPPORT  
OUR CUSTOMERS 
WORLDWIDE
ON DUTY ANY TIME, WORLDWIDE.

REISHAUER VIEWS ITSELF AS A PARTNER. WE DO NOT SOLELY SUPPLY 
MACHINES AND TOOLING BUT ALSO WORK OUT PROCESS SOLUTIONS 
WITH AND FOR OUR CUSTOMERS.
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FRANCE
Reishauer AG
Bordeaux

SWITZERLAND
Reishauer AG
Wallisellen

JAPAN
Reishauer KK
Shin Yokohama

USA
Reishauer Corp.
Elgin, IL

GERMANY
Reishauer GmbH
Leinfelden-Echterdingen CHINA

Reishauer Co., Ltd.
Beijing

REISHAUER.COMWorldwide, Reishauer is represented in over 25 countries.

 Reishauer companies
 Reishauer agencies
 Felsomat companies
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WEIL WIR DEN GESAMTEN 
PRODUKTIONSPROZESS 
VON ZAHNRÄDERN NEU 
DEFINIERT HABEN

WEICHDREHEN LASERSCHWEISSENWÄLZFRÄSEN EINSATZHÄRTEN HARTDREHEN WÄLZSCHLEIFEN

ZAHNRADHERSTELLUNG
NEU DEFINIERT

Durch den Zusammenschluss mit Felsomat 
wurde die systemische Integrationsstrategie 
konsequent weitergeführt und unsere 
Kompetenz auf den gesamten 
Herstellungsprozess von Zahnrädern erweitert: 
vom Rohling bis zum perfekten Zahnrad.

Als Reishauer Group sind wir heute der 
Komplettanbieter in der Zahnradherstellung. Mit 
dem Zusammenführen von Produkt-, 
Prozess- und Technologiekompetenz aller 
Teilschritte sichern wir die effiziente und 
qualitative hochwertige Zahnradherstellung 
entlang des gesamten Produktionsprozesses.

Für unsere Kunden bedeutet dies die 
effizienteste Produktionslinine für Zahnräder 
bei einfacher Planung, Inbetriebnahme und 
Betrieb.

REISHAUER GROUP REISHAUER GROUP

BECAUSE WE HAVE 
REDEFINED THE TOTAL 
MANUFACTURING 
PROCESS OF GEARS

GEAR MANUFACTURING REDEFINED

Joining forces with Felsomat was a further oppor-
tunity to continue the systemic integration strategy 
and to broaden our competency regarding the 
complete gear manufacturing process: from a 
blank to a perfect gear.

Today, the Reishauer Group is the solution supplier 
for the manufacture of gears. By bringing together 
competency covering products, processes 
and technology, we can ensure efficient and high- 
quality gear manufacturing across the whole 
process chain.

For our customers, based on simple planning, 
start-up operation and running of the plant, this 
translates into the most efficient production line of 
gear manufacture.
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SOFT TURNING LASER WELDING HEAT TREATMENT HARD TURNING GENERATING GRINDINGHOBBING



CUSTOMER BENEFITS CUSTOMER BENEFITS

BECAUSE REISHAUER 
GETS YOU FURTHER
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THE PROMISE HAS TRADITION: REISHAUER INCREASES YOUR 
COMPETITIVENESS AND THEREFORE YOUR SUCCESS.

ALL FROM ONE SOURCE

Reishauer enables the manufacture of long-
lasting, efficient and quiet-running trans-
missions. The complete generating grinding 
process is perfectly fine-tuned and comes 
from one source.

GUARANTEED PERFORMANCE

Reishauer guarantees the required quality, 
cycle time and the operational availability. 
Together with our customers, we are 
responsible for the machine system beyond 
the warranty time.

GROUNDBREAKING INNOVATIONS

For decades, we have set the standards of 
continuous generating gear grinding. The 
many attempts to copy us are the best proof 
of the functionality and validity of these 
innovations.

OUTSTANDING QUALITY

Reishauer banks on highest quality and 
precision. All core components of our 
performance portfolio are manufactured 
by us in Switzerland.

HIGHEST CONSISTENCY

Our Circle of Competence guarantees the 
perfect harmony of the process elements, 
reduces the need for control and increases 
productivity.

LOWEST COST PER PART

Our competency, quality and consistency 
have led to the lowest cost per part in the 
manufacture of gears. This is reflected in the 
continued trust our customers have placed 
in us, and is manifest in the overall market 
share of more than 50%.



Gear Grinding Technology

Headquarters:

Reishauer AG 

Industriestrasse 36

8304 Wallisellen

Switzerland

Phone: +41 44 832 22 11

reishauer.com
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